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SUPPLEMENTAL EQUIPMENT INFORMATION FOR THE ASC 

Since gear is expensive, and the correct choice for any particular item often depends on how/where you will use it 
(e.g. there are many variations of “climbing”), the ASC encourages students to first discuss intended purchases 
with their instructors.  Many mountaineering shops will not accept a return or exchange when the purchased item 
is considered a technical item (ropes, webbing, carabineers, rappel devices, helmets, ice axe, etc.) because they 
would not know how it was used once you left their store (REI will accept the return for a technical item, but their 
policy is to then destroy that item and not return it to their shelf).  It’s a liability issue. 
 
 
FOOTWEAR 

Boots 

For scrambling, one of the most important equipment items are your boots, and this is where many of us spend 
extra money.  Scrambling climbs can involve long approach hikes on/off trail, thrashing up talus and scree fields, 
plunge-stepping down those same scree fields, ascending/descending snow, crossing streams, and rock climbing 
to a summit.  The appropriate scrambling footwear should be very sturdy boots, already broken in, waterproof, 
and/or waterproof treated.  Good foot and ankle rigidity, along with a snug well-laced boot, will provide the 
support needed for the wildly diverse terrain scramblers encounter.  Please confirm that your boot choice has a 
substantial lugged sole for that essential grip on snow or scree. 

Boot terminology classifications can be confusing.  A short list of classifications may include terms such as climbing 
shoes, approach shoes/boots, trail shoes/boots, trekking boots, hiking boots, backpacking boots, climbing boots, 
and mountaineering boots.  All things being equal, spending more money for your footwear ($200-$300) can offer 
a boot with more support, more durability, be longer lasting, retain its waterproofness longer, and a boot that can 
probably be resoled several times.  Consider your boots as a long-term investment. 

Here is a link that suggests footwear when trekking in the European Alps.  Although not completely definitive, it 
does offer pictures and usage recommendations.  The ASC would suggest a B2/B3 boot at a minimum, with any in 
the C classification range even more appropriate: 

https://www.trekking-alps.com/how-to-choose-hiking-boots/ 

Here is a link that provides another look at boot classifications.  The ASC would suggest a boot that fits into the 
“backpacking” designation: 

https://www.bigskyfishing.com/hiking-gear/hiking-boots-types.shtm 

One can also Google “hiking boot classifications” to find numerous other sites that provide good advice on what 
footwear is appropriate.  Lightweight flexible trail boots and approach shoes that are designed for trail walking are 
not recommended.  At the other end of the spectrum mountaineering boots will keep your feet warmer and dryer 
in cold and snowy conditions, are great for kicking steps in snow, but are uncomfortable on long approaches and 
lack the flexibility for delicate rock work.  Mountaineering boots are not recommended for this course especially 
since the ASC will do our field days under mostly summer-like conditions. 

Shopping for boots 

Boot fit is more important than boot features.  Shop for boots appropriate for scrambling from a good 
mountaineering store, one with a knowledgeable staff willing to spend the time to help you.  Some stores (e.g. 
REI) may not have all brands, models, and sizes on-hand, but will let you (and encourage you) to order and pay for 
multiple pairs, and then return what does not work.  With this in mind, the boot buying process can be time 
consuming and can stretch out over weeks.  Plan for this. 
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Don’t walk out with a new pair of boots until you’ve thoroughly evaluated the fit and comfort in the store.  You 
should be satisfied that you’ve found the best available fit for your feet.   Since your feet may swell up a bit during 
a hike, shopping later in the day may allow for a more realistic fit.   

Try on the boot whose size corresponds to the larger measurement of foot and arch length between both your 
feet.  Put on the first test-pair wearing the same socks, insoles, and orthotics you expect to use in the field.  Many 
climbers replace the factory insoles that come with the new boots with higher quality replacement insoles (e.g. 
Superfeet), so include your replacement insoles as well when trying on boots.  Said differently, replacement 
insoles and your specific sock system (see Sock System below) will alter the fit of the boot. 

Stand up and note any pressure points in places where you’ve had problems before.  Bend your knees and rock 
back and forth, noting any heel rise.  If this test reveals pressure points or excessive movement, try another pair.  
Walk up the incline ramp (nearly all mountaineering shops have these), stand on your toes and note where the 
boot sole flexes and how much the heel moves up and down.  Face down the ramp and repeat.  Lack of foot 
movement inside the boot indicates 1) a good fit over the critical instep, 2) boot flex that matches your arch 
length, and 3) appropriate heel volume. 
 
As you face down the ramp’s slope, be aware of any movement of your foot toward the toe of the boot.  Some 
movement is inevitable, but more than ¼ inch (6 mm) is excessive.  Be aware of pressure, even slight contact, at 
the tips of your toes.  While facing down there should still be enough room to comfortably move your toes, but if 
you do find toe-to-boot contact, the next step would be to re-lace the boots more snugly, pushing the heel back, 
and try again. 
 
Be especially attentive to fit across the instep.   A good fit will prevent your foot from sliding forward (banging 
your toes when hiking downhill) and will keep your heel in place to avoid blisters when hiking uphill.  If you have 
narrow heels, take special care to note any movement of your heel in the boot.  A loose fit for the heel is a recipe 
for heel blisters, and the stiffer the sole of the boot the more critical the heel fit is. 
 
Boot features and Choices 

As opposed to hiking boots (which are recommended), most lightweight, flexible trail boots or hiking shoes will 
not work well for scrambling over rough terrain (So you don’t get caught up in a contest of semantics, make an 
effort to explain to the boot fitter how you intend to use them).  Trail boots and hiking shoes tend to be overly 
flexible (aka too pliable) for kicking steps in snow, descending snow, and clinging to small rock features.  Test the 
edging capability by standing sideways on a 1 inch wide ledge wearing the boots (some stores provide such a 
ledge to test the boot’s stiffness).  Hiking boots will have a roomy toe-box for comfort on the trail.  Lastly, to toss 
out one more option, many scramblers find backpacking boots very work well.  Again, the semantics can be 
confusing (even annoying), so just discuss your intentions with the boot fitter. 
 
There is another subtle trade-off you should be aware of.  Although climbers harp endlessly about fit, be a little 
suspicious of a boot that is the perfect fit, right out of the box, with no break-in required.  It may be because these 
very comfortable boots fail to offer the rigidity and support needed for difficult terrain.  Boots constructed with a 
lot of fabric, as opposed to a lot of heavy leather, tend to be very comfortable, and can be a choice, but do 
confirm they offer the support you require. 
 
And speaking of fabric, fabric uppers tend to have a lot of stitching.  Although some external and visible stitching 
is unavoidable (inherent in both fabric and leather boots), scuffing while scrambling is unavoidable and exacts a 
lot of wear and tear on the stitching which can break those threads.  When the stitching fails, the boot can 1) 
experience a catastrophic failure in the backcountry or 2) result in a somewhat subtle breakdown in the boot’s 
ability to provide that good ankle support. 
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And speaking of ankle support, a high-top boot will allow more of your lower leg muscles to participant in 
supporting that ankle.  Some have compared the mechanics of how a high-top downhill ski boot helps control the 
ski to how a higher-top hiking boot helps control the ankle.  Never the less, every little bit of support helps when 
navigating loose unstable talus, hard snow, or when descending scree. 
 
After leaving the store wear your boots around the house for a few hours to ensure there are still no obvious 
problems (Ask what the return/exchange policy is should they not work out?  Some stores will not accept a return 
if you have worn them outside).  Then, wear them on a few casual hikes to confirm there are no subtle concerns, 
and to further break them in before a bigger hike or climb. 
 
Lastly, decide whether you want to pay extra for a waterproof breathable boot (e.g. Gortex).  Many of the less 
expensive waterproof breathable boots do tend to leak after some use, so to get a waterproof breathable boot 
that stays waterproof and breathable requires that you pay extra, extra.  Note: Usually it is not the waterproof 
membrane material itself that fails as much as it is the manufacturer’s construction method and quality. 
 
Lacing 
 
As mentioned before, the fit for your climbing footwear is critical.  One aspect of good fit is the process, sequence, 
system, or methodology (call it what you want) that you use to lace up.  As you try on boots, the boot fitter may 
have a lacing suggestion, or recommendation, that they found helps improve the boot fit and this may be a good 
place to start.  However, many of us find that, for a given pair of boots, lacing trial-and-error becomes the 
approach we use to determine our personal methodology. 
 
As an example, some individuals will keep the lacing a tad bit loose toward the bottom (to promote better foot 
circulation) and the lacing toward the top much more firm for stability.  Experiment.  Lastly, remember to 
retighten and snug up your boots throughout the day, and especially as you begin your descent.  Yes, a snugged 
up well-fitted boot will feel good, but as important, it will provide much more control during a tricky descent if the 
boot, foot, and lower leg are able to act as a single (somewhat) integrated unit. 
 
Blisters   
 
Even with well-fitting boots, blisters can sometimes develop.  Wearing a very thin inner sock (sock liner) and a 
thicker outer sock will help dissipate friction within the sock layers, rather than between a single sock and your 
skin.  As mentioned, re-tie your boots snugly prior to your descent to prevent toe blisters.  Use foot powder if 
your feet sweat.  If you know that you have a blister-prone area, protect it before a blister develops (it is not 
unusual for some climbers to apply Moleskin at the trailhead if they tend to be susceptible).  Suggested products: 

• Moleskin – soft cotton flannel with an adhesive backing 
• Leukotape – A Rayon-backed tape that is durable and will stay in place during serious activity 
• Compeed – a blister cover with tapered edges that resist the tendency to roll up 
• 2nd Skin – must be held on place with tape or moleskin 
• Duct tape – although it can leave residue, it is inexpensive, durable, and may already be in your pack 

   
A sore ‘hot spot’ will develop before a blister forms.  If you feel a hot spot, apply the Moleskin or other protection 
to the spot sooner rather than later.  Although you can ask your trip leader or instructor to stop the group to 
allow you to do this, courtesy might suggest that you wait and do this as part of the next break.  Never the less, 
one individual with a bad blister can affect the success of the entire party… so don’t procrastinate too long. 
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Sock System 
 
The sock system used with your boots is intended to help keep friction to a minimum to prevent blisters, and to 
wick away moisture to help keep your feet dry.  Many climbers have adopted a sock system in which they wear 
two pairs of socks with their boots:  a thin inside sock liner to transport perspiration away from the skin and a 
thicker outer sock to cushion the foot against the boot lining. 
 
Your sock system of choice (one pair, two pair, thin socks, or thick) must be worn when new boots are being 
purchased.  A two-sock system, or a thick one sock system, will consume a lot of available space within a boot and 
must be factored in during the fitting process. 
 
Care of boots 
 
Clean your boots soon after you return from a trip and remove the insoles to allow boots to thoroughly dry.  If you 
use the waterproofing treatment recommended by the boot manufacturer (these days usually a water-based 
product), you may need to reapply more frequently (such as before every trip).  Although messier, but also longer 
lasting, many climbers use the traditional “bees-waxy” products such as Sno-Seal (REI sold this product as Tectron 
but it is now discontinued as they found it negatively affects the Gortex membrane.  They now sell a waxy product 
called Granger’s that is considered safe for Gortex). 
 
If you purchased waterproof breathable boots, those that have some sort of an integrated membrane (e.g. 
Gortex), you should still consider applying a waterproofing treatment to further enhance the waterproof 
capability of the boot (less expensive waterproof breathable boots can/will/do leak after a moderate amount of 
wear).  The treatment will also help condition the leather or fabric outer for longer durability.   
 
And as an aside, it is also considered courteous to bring plastic bags to your carpool so if your boots do get wet or 
muddy you can put them in the bags to keep the driver’s car clean.  Drivers seem to like this. 
 
So, in conclusion here is a recap of boot suggestions:  

• Lug soles – the more aggressive the better 
• Snug lacing – which will contribute to ankle support 
• Minimal external stitching – scrambling is a very abrasive activity 
• More leather and less fabric – all things being equal leather will contribute to better ankle support 
• High-top boots – will allow the entire lower leg to help with stability rather than just the ankle 

 
 
ICE AXE 
 
Type of ice axe 

For the Alpine Scrambling Course, a general mountaineering ice axe is recommended.  This type of axe has a long, 
mostly straight shaft.  In addition, the “head” consists of an adze (the “hoe-like” part), a gently curved pick, and a 
hole to attach a leash.  The primary purpose of an axe is to arrest a fall on a snow slope and as a personal anchor 
point when stopped.  Although not intended to act as a walking stick, some mountaineers will use an axe for 
support when hiking even though trekking poles may be better suited (their thinking is to minimize weight by 
allowing the gear you carry to serve multiple purposes; their theory is to carry either an ice axe, or trekking poles, 
but not both). 

Selecting a lighter weight ice axe also has benefits because the weight of all individual items adds up. 
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Ice axe length 

To serve its main purpose, the axe must be long enough to reach down the slope, and its spike must be pointy 
enough to bite into hard snow or ice in areas where slipping/falling is more likely.  The traditional method to 
determine the appropriate ice axe length is to fully grasp the head (immediately above the shaft), letting the axe 
hang at your side.  The tip of the spike should not touch the ground.  For tall mountaineers, this works out to be 
something like 70 cm, and for shorter climbers perhaps 60 cm.  If the axe is too long you will have to raise your 
arm very high every time you pull it out of the snow when ascending steeper slopes; too short means you’ll have 
to really stoop to use it on the descent.  

Ice axe leash 

A leash is essential for preventing loss of your axe should it slip away for some reason.  The loss of an ice axe on a 
glacier or serious mountain terrain can be very problematic.  Generally, the leash is one of two types; a short wrist 
leash (often included with the axe purchase), or a longer waist leash that secures the axe to the large carabineer 
on your seat harness (or optionally, connected to your pack waist belt if you are not wearing a seat harness.  And 
yes, the pack waist belt attachment is far from bomb-proof if you were in a serious slide, but something is always 
better than nothing). 

The waist leash is recommended for the ASC (as it was in WTS) as it eliminates the need to move a wrist leash 
from one hand to the other as your snow climbing traverses change direction.  If a wrist leash is used (not 
recommended), the climber must still ensure that the axe is adequately secured if/when temporarily stowing for a 
brief pitch of rock work. 

Bob removed his wrist leash, then stowed his axe between pack and shoulder blades.  At the completion of 
the short rock pitch the team took a break.  Bob removed his pack to get water forgetting that the axe was 
not secured.  As the axe slid away the team could hear it banging off rocks for the full 1000 feet. 

 
 
CLIMBING HELMET 
 
There are many excellent climbing helmets available today, from the very expensive to the somewhat more 
affordable.  The ASC suggests that climbers purchase a helmet that is easily and quickly adjustable during the 
climb.  During good weather the climber may wear little more than a baseball cap under the helmet, but with bad 
weather the climber may be wearing a balaclava as well as an insulating “beanie.”  These extra layers, or the 
absence of layers, requires the helmet be easily adjustable on-the-fly so the fit to your head remains correct. 
 
Selecting a lighter weight helmet also has benefits because the weight of all individual items adds up. 
 
 
PACKS 

Daypacks  

A daypack, with a pack volume of 40 liters (about 2,400 cubic inch) should be considered the very minimum for 
climbs (1 liter = 61 cubic inches).  If you tend to carry more clothing, food, and drink, plus your technical gear, you 
should consider a larger 50 liter pack (3,000 cubic inch), even though it (and that extra gear) will weigh a bit more.   

Most mountaineers tend to prefer top-loading packs with a single large main compartment, a separate smaller 
top compartment, and minimal outside straps and pockets that could get caught on terrain features.  You will 
need a pack with at least one ice axe loop; ask your instructors to show you how to attach and secure your ice 
axe to your pack using the loop. 
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Most climbers use the outside mesh pockets, if equipped, to hold small items they would like quickly accessible 
(snacks, gloves), but not necessarily their water bottles. 

In this day and age, a two or three liter internally contained hydration system, is the preferred way to go.  This 
option makes water convenient and accessible without having to remove the pack, it locates the center of gravity 
more toward the climber’s middle, and eliminates the potential dislodging and loss of a water bottle (for those 
that still store their water in one of those external mesh pockets). 

Packs for multi-day trips 

For outings of more than one day (not typical for the ASC), you will need a backpack to carry your overnight gear 
(tent, stove, fuel, sleeping bag, etc.), extra food, extra clothing, and technical items (helmets, seat harness, ice 
axe, etc.), and possibly your share of any team equipment (ropes, pro, team first aid kit, etc.).  For this larger load 
consider a pack volume of at least 70 liters (4,300 cubic inch).  If you tend to go on longer trips (even more food 
and fuel), or want to be less limited in what you can take along, consider a 80 liter (4,900 cubic inch) pack.  A 70 
liter pack may still be small enough so that it can be used as a “summit pack” on summit day, but still large 
enough for the backpacking portion of your trip.  While backpacking to camp you can always hang a few items 
outside the pack, items that if they get wet would not be a problem. 
 
A popular alternative is to bring both the larger backpack for the hike in, and a smaller summit pack for the climb.  
Of course this adds to the overall weight of your backpack load, but helps minimize the weight (and bulk) for your 
summit attempt (yes, another trade-off).  Why not use the larger pack for both?  Well, if your summit day includes 
technical terrain, you may want a more compact pack, one that won’t impair your scrambling or accidentally catch 
on terrain features. 
 
If you use your backpacking pack for the summit climb, it should have the same features as the daypack discussed 
above.  If instead you plan to bring a separate summit pack, then the design and functionality of your larger 
backpack becomes less important. 
 
Since it can rain in Colorado, a pack cover is another essential item.  Some packs are waterproof, some packs 
come with an integrated rain cover, and some packs will require you to buy a separate rain cover.  If you do opt 
for the two-pack approach, please check to confirm your backpack rain cover can also serve as your summit pack 
rain cover.  You may need to purchase two if the backpack rain cover is too large for the summit pack (a large 
cover can blow off your summit pack in a good wind). 
 
Choosing a pack 

When trying on packs it is important you load them with the weight that you intend to carry, and then stroll 
around the shop for a while to confirm the fit.  If you intend to carry 20 lbs in your daypack, load the test pack 
with 20 lbs.  Mountaineering shops have a variety of “sand bags” you can use to test that the pack remains 
comfortable with weight.  Ensure the sales person fits the pack to your body and shows you how to adjust. 
 
Selecting a lighter weight pack also has benefits because the weight of all individual items adds up. 

Packing tips 

Careful loading of a pack will make a difference in how the pack carries the weight.  Load heavier items low and as 
close to your back as practical.  This approach will provide better balance as your center of gravity will be lower 
and closer to your torso. 
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Organize your pack for quick access.  All things considered, the gear you believe you’ll need first (or most often) 
should be easily accessible toward the top.  Unloading your entire pack every time you need something will not 
only be annoying to you but will increase the chances some item gets lost. 

For those of us that pack up the night before in the comfort of our homes, we have the luxury of folding and 
tucking everything in-place so the pack stays compact, neat, and organized.  However, once out on the climb the 
contents will get disturbed and your things will not be so tucked and folded anymore (more like mashed and 
crammed).  As is often true for backpacks, when repacking in the field one may discover that their pack seems to 
have shrunk.  Sometimes when repacking in rain or snow, with wet tent and equipment, not everything now fits.  
Since these scenarios are not hard to imagine, consider purchasing a larger pack with a bit of extra wiggle room… 
just in case. 
 
 
GLOVES (or MITTENS) 

With so many glove and mitten choices available, choosing the correct hand wear can be daunting.  Many 
climbers consider gloves and mittens to be expendable commodities, since the fingers wear out quickly on the 
rough rock, so they intentionally select less expensive gloves.  Since the ASC usually scrambles under summer-like 
conditions, the insulating quality of the glove is less important, however, climbing or scrambling off-season may 
require a much better glove, especially in winter-like conditions.  Choose appropriately. 

Most climbers tend to wear a lightweight pair of (very) inexpensive gloves (ACE Hardware, Home Depot) during 
summer scrambles as the rough textured rock will chaff the ends of the fingers.  An inexpensive pair of gloves, 
intended to last only one season, seems to solve this problem. 

Wet rock, snow, or rain can soak most any glove, resulting in wet and/or cold hands, so many climbers carry 
either a second pair of gloves or a lightweight waterproof shell to add over the glove if conditions do get wet. 

Lightweight, breathable gloves made from soft shell fabrics are usually satisfactory under our Colorado summer 
conditions, and you can always add that waterproof shell over the gloves if conditions get cooler.  Traditional 
mittens tend to be warmer than traditional gloves, and a great choice for people who get cold hands, but mittens 
tend to lack any kind of finger dexterity.  Needing to take off the mittens for every little task can result in never-
ending cold hands.  Gloves can usually work your zippers, you can eat snacks while wearing, and you can dig 
through your pack without having to remove.  Another option is finger mitts (with the index finger separated from 
the rest of the mitten) which are warmer than traditional gloves and will allow a bit more dexterity than mittens 
alone.   

Don’t wait until your hands get cold to put on gloves or mitts because it will take extra energy and time to re-
warm.  Under cold conditions, wear mitts from the start, then if your hands do get hot take them off for a while. 
 
Some climbers attach wrist loops to their mitts or gloves, so if they take them off they are still attached to the 
wrist.  This will prevent having a sudden wind gust blow them away.  In the absence of wrist loops, become 
diligent about tucking your gloves into your jacket pockets rather than just a casual toss to the ground.  
 
 
HATS 

Bring two hats; one for the warm sunny days and another for cooler days since you can seldom predict what you 
will encounter.  Even in summer the summit may require a warmer hat, and maybe even a balaclava or neck 
gaiter, while down below tree line the simple baseball cap works best.  Since a great deal of body heat is lost 
through an uncovered head, wearing a hat (and a jacket of course) will help warm your torso, which will then send 
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warmer blood to your hands and feet.  Remember, it is not the clothing you wear and the food you consume that 
warms the hands, it is a warmer core releasing that warmer blood. 

A hat is important to shield your face from UV radiation, which can be very intense when sunlight is reflected off 
snow or ice.  You can purchase a hat that comes with a “cape” which will cover more of your head and neck 
(picture the French Foreign Legion style), or alternatively, you can fabricate a cape using a bandana and baseball 
cap. 

To re-mention, don’t overlook the balaclava (or neck gaiter) as it is an essential piece of backcountry gear needed 
for that extra warmth, or perhaps as more head-cover in case of intense sun.  Do ensure that all your intended 
combinations of head gear (baseball cap, sun hat, balaclava, neck gaiter, beanie, whatever) will still fit with your 
helmet, that the helmet is still worn in the appropriate fashion, and that the chin strap still buckles.  This is 
primarily why the ASC recommends an adjustable helmet. 

 
GAITERS 
 
Gaiters are used to keep snow, scree, rain, dirt, rocks, and mud from getting into the tops of your boots.  Long 
gaiters (extending over the calf) are ideal if the snow is deep, and short lightweight gaiters work well if one simply 
wants to keep debris out of their boots.  Gaiters are advised for every field trip since scrambling may involve snow 
climbing, self-arrest, or debris.   

Although some mountaineering/climbing/hiking pants have elastic cuffs that can be closed over the boot tops, 
thereby suggesting gaiters are unnecessary, you might then consider purchasing a slightly longer pant length, if 
available, to help keep those cuffs from pulling up. 

Even in summer gaiters can help keep boots dry if your climb requires an early morning start, as early morning 
dew on brush and tall grass can thoroughly soak boots and lower pant legs. 
 
 
CLOTHING 

Although you should be very familiar with the clothing layering concepts from WTS or BPKS, here are highlights: 

Soft shell 

Instead of a hard-shell parka and hard-shell pants (the waterproof/breathable outer layer) worn over your 
wicking/insulating layers, soft-shell jackets and pants achieve within a single garment a high degree of moisture 
transport as well as providing insulation, wind resistance, and some water repellency; all at the same time.  Soft 
shell pants may be heavier than plain nylon pants, and less wind resistant, but have a wider temperature range for 
which they are comfortable. 

Wind Gear (as opposed to waterproof gear) 

A wind shell is a highly wind resistant jacket and/or pants worn over a thinner insulation layer.  Wind gear offers 
much less impairment to water vapor transport compared to waterproof clothing (i.e. wind gear is more 
breathable) and is usually lighter weight and less bulky.  Some wind gear products even claim to be water 
resistant (but again, not waterproof), so wind gear definitely has its place under the right conditions. 

Insulating layers 

Select a next-to-skin insulating layer that best matches your anticipated activity level and outside conditions.  If 
you expect to encounter cold weather during your outing, please plan for that prior to meeting at the trailhead. 
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What does this planning mean?  Perhaps now is the time to consider the sequence, or process, for how you would 
add or remove your layers?  Said differently, during your hike will you be able to add more inner layers 
considering the environmental conditions and technical terrain?  How far will you want to strip down in the field 
in order to add an additional inner layer?  If it is cold and already raining, now may not be the time to put on your 
long johns.   

The premise here is that it is easier to remove outer items as you warm up, then to add inner layers if you get 
cold.  If you think it’s going to be a cold morning, cold day, or cold summit, depart the trailhead already wearing 
whatever inner layers you need.  Should the day warm up you simply remove more outer layers to maintain your 
comfort.  If the day gets warmer still, and you feel the inner layers must come off, what a pleasant experience 
removing inner layers under a warm sun and windless afternoon. 

Pants 

Nylon fabric is reasonably wind resistant, and some climbers even use nylon pants in mild winter conditions with 
lightweight wool or synthetic bottoms underneath (works well if you can remain active).  Since nylon doesn’t 
stretch, pants tend to be a bit baggy so they don’t restrict your movement.  Heavier and warmer alternatives are 
the soft-shell pants (see above). 

Major insulation 

When you take a break, eat lunch, or stop for an extended period of time, you may want to add more serious 
insulating layers.  The ‘new school’ recommendation is a hooded jacket with synthetic insulation rather than 
down.  Down is very light weight and very compressible but can absorb and retain moisture which will result in a 
reduction of insulation capability.  Synthetic insulation is bulkier and less compressible but retains insulating value 
even when wet.  ‘New school’ mountaineers tend to go with the synthetics unless the anticipated conditions are 
expected to be very cold, but still dry. 

Rain gear (now we are talking waterproof) 

It does rain in Colorado, so you should always bring a waterproof rain jacket and rain pants (this is not 
negotiable).  In Colorado it is challenging to predict what kind of moisture we will get, so better safe than sorry.  
Rain gear can also act as wind gear (so you don’t necessarily need to carry both), can act as an insulating layer, 
and will be an essential part of an unplanned summer bivy. 

Anticipate a Bivy (aka an overnight stay) 
 
The Colorado high country has two distinct seasons, with some minor overlap of course, which the bivy-aware 
climber must consider: 
 
Winter can be very, very unforgiving, so the efforts made and money spent take on a much more serious tone.  
Survival gear, a bivy sack, and your fire-starting methodology must work first time, every time... every time.  The 
ASC strongly suggests that winter scramblers enroll in the more specialized CMC classes to learn from the experts 
and practice those necessary skills.  You must do more, much more, than just read a survival book. 
 
Summer, although more forgiving, still needs some real thought as well.  It is important that you think through 
what you would do and how you would react if you needed to spend the night out.  During the trip perhaps there 
was an injury, or maybe the team gets lost, or the trip just took longer than anticipated.  If the terrain suggests it 
is wiser to hunker down until daylight rather than attempt a problematic after-dark descent, will you be ready? 
 
If you survey all the items you typically bring on a climb, you may find that you already have 95% of what you 
would need to spend the night during summer.  A small first-aid kit which can deal with injuries you are most 
likely to encounter (anticipating every sort of injury would require a much larger/heavier first-aid kit), a small 
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survival kit (oriented toward summer survival), high energy carbohydrate snacks, and extra clothing to keep you 
warm and dry should already be in your pack. 
 
So, only considering clothing items above that are intended to keep you warm and dry, would you be able to put 
them all on... at the same time?  If the night became colder and wetter than expected, would all your various 
shirts, jackets, inner layers, down sweaters, outer layers, vests, gloves, mittens, mitten shells, wind gear, rain gear, 
hats, balaclavas, and gaiters actually fit together?  Since you carry most of these items in your pack already, 
wouldn’t it be advantageous if they all integrated together to construct a very dry and very warm human cocoon? 
 
So, before your next trip, gather your items and do a try-on as if it were a worst-case scenario.  If some items 
don’t fit, or when worn make you feel fairly immobile, now would be the time to make adjustments.  As an 
example, when putting on all your upper-ware clothing you may find that you have run out of room in your 
sleeves.  This might suggest you swap out a layer for a sleeveless vest.  Maybe consider a larger size rain/wind 
shell that will fit over those inner layers?  Anyway, have fun with it now as a real, unplanned summer bivy tends to 
be no fun at all.   
 
Also, remember you have that insulating pad to sit on as well as putting your booted feet and lower legs inside 
your now mostly empty pack.  Adopting this sort of end-to-end methodology may not make the night pleasant but 
should make it survivable so that the event becomes a great story for your grandkids, and not an epitaph on your 
tombstone. 
 
 
HEAD LAMP 

There is a large selection of head lamps to choose from and most any will work for this course.  A great choice 
would be the LED-style lamps which can provide adequate light, have a very long battery life, and are fairly 
indestructible. 

 
TREKKING POLES 

Some scramblers use adjustable length trekking poles that can be collapsed and stored on their pack (they must 
be collapsible).  The use of trekking poles while hiking tends to reduce stress on the knees and helps some folks 
with stability.  However, as the “hiking” becomes “scrambling” you will now need to stash those poles so you have 
full use of both hands. 

Ask your instructors for advice on how to attach and secure your poles to your pack. 

If you bring an ice axe along on a trip, do you still feel you need to bring poles (some climbers do, some don’t)?  
Although bringing both means more weight, it is always a personal choice. 

Although a personal choice, here are a few philosophical comments: 

1) Using trekking poles while crossing an unstable talus field may seem prudent at first, but there is a down-side.  
Most of us lack the brain capacity to simultaneously process both trekking pole placements and both foot 
placements fast enough to maintain adequate forward momentum.  Like riding a bicycle, forward momentum 
keeps one in balance, while stopping the bike usually causes us to teeter over.  Stowing the trekking poles 
improves reaction time as now one only has to preplan where to put the two feet.  The desired result is that 
forward momentum becomes less of a start/stop/start/stop motion allowing one’s overall pace through the talus 
field to increase. 

2) Trekking poles can also become a source of injury should you fall.  Many hikers use their pole straps which can 
make it a bit more difficult to shed the poles in the middle of a fall; the result can be a wrist injury. 
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INSULATING PAD 

A small, light-weight, closed cell foam pad provides insulation and a (somewhat) comfortable seat during a lunch 
break.  Since the pad will also be used in the event of an unplanned bivy, as well as a potential splint to immobilize 
injured limbs in an emergency, it is always good to have.  Consider a “shoe lace” leash attached to your pad so it 
doesn’t blow away in the wind. 

 
 
SEAT HARNESS AND CHEST HARNESS 

For the ASC the preferred solution is a commercial seat harness with a large locking carabineer.  It would be used 
with a rope to descend a pitch in case of problematic terrain, stormy weather, injury, or other troubling situations. 
 
Since the seat harness might have a tendency to slip down your hips, a short loop of webbing (about 10 feet of 1 
inch tubular webbing) will be used to fashion a simple figure eight chest harness (we will demo this during the 
second lecture).  The chest harness (with its own smaller locking carabineer) is connected to the seat harness (to 
its larger locking carabineer) using a short loop of accessory cord (about 6 feet of 5mm cordage).  The chest 
harness arrangement will help keep the seat harness from slipping down, will help keep the seat harness a bit 
more snug, and can also provide additional upper body support if you descend a pitch wearing your pack. 
 
Selecting a lighter weight seat harness also has benefits because the weight of all individual items adds up. 

   
MAPS 

USGS topographical 7 ½ minute maps (1:24,000) are the preferred format, even though the USGA pre-printed 
versions no longer available.  These days topo maps are acquired from mapping software or downloaded and 
printed from on-line websites.  Trails Illustrated maps are sold at outdoor shops, are a great source to identify 
hiking trails, they do have a less detailed scale (1:40,000). 
 
Within the ASC you can elect to rely on the maps in the Colorado Scrambles guidebook as these have the climbing 
routes well indicated.  Since these maps tend to focus myopically on the specific area of the climb, consider 
bringing supplemental maps if you want to see the bigger picture. 
 
You can make a copy of the Colorado Scrambles trip description and map (who wants to carry the whole guide 
book?), but the copy should be color as this makes the map much more useful. 
 
For scrambling, the most important map reading skill that you should have learned in WTS is terrain recognition 
and identification.  You should be able to identify real-world terrain features such as primary and subsidiary 
summits, drainages, gullies, and saddles.  To do that effectively you must understand how such real-world 
features are represented on the map, be able to compose a mental image of the real-world terrain from the map, 
and then compare that visual to what you actually see as you traverse the terrain. 
 
Since scrambling (and most all of mountaineering) is off trail, signs of human activity can be seldom and vague.  It 
is always the responsibility of the scrambler to locate and identify the intended route (or the best route when 
given choices) based on what is seen in the real-world and what is seen on the map. 
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SANITATION NEEDS 
 
Toilet paper is essential for personal sanitation and a plastic trowel (or the ice axe adze) can be used to bury solid 
waste.  Bring the heavier duty Ziploc quart freezer bags to carry out used toilet paper for back home disposal. 
 
For the more conscientious backcountry travelers, several manufacturers make products specifically designed to 
carry out solid waste.  Note:  Within the backcountry community we have found that the Ziplock freezer bag style 
is completely inadequate for solid waste carry-out. 
 
Women folk might consider the Freshette urinary device (which will allow them to stand) to help avoid skin 
exposure in cold temperatures as well as improved hygiene (http://www.freshette.com).  Experiment with this 
prior to a trip to ensure you understand how it all works. 
 
 
PAPER/NOTEBOOK AND PENCIL 
 
This is useful for marking maps, making notes on route variations, or for recording accident and rescue 
information. 
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TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT ITEMS (all items available as of 11/2019) 
 
These items are lightweight, yet fully functional for general scrambling in the Alpine Scrambling Course.  They may 
not be that well suited for the more serious mountaineering or rock climbing adventures.  There are always trade-
offs between the desire for lightweight and compact items, and those items that need to withstand the forces 
experienced with more significant falls.  Always consult with you trip leader, instructor, or guide. 
 
Harness:  Black Diamond Couloir    230g  REI   $64.95 
  Weight is saved by minimal padding on the leg loops, and is a good choice for infrequent rappels. 
 
Carabineers: Large locking 

  Black Diamond Rocklock Screwgate  85g  REI   $11.95 
Large enough to attach multiple devices (loop from chest harness, ice axe leash, descending device) 
and the gate large enough to be easily worked with gloves. 
 
Small locking 
Black Diamond Nitron Screwgate   52g  REI   $13.95 
or Trango Superfly Screwlock   41g  REI   $  8.50 
Lightweight general purpose secondary carabineers when large and heavy are not required. 
 

Helmet:  Adjustable for multi-season usage 
  Black Diamond Halfdome   320g  REI   $59.95 
 
Ice Axe:  General mountaineering 
  Black Diamond Raven   452g  REI   $84.95 
  or Black Diamond Raven Pro   392g  REI   $109.95 
 
 
 
Senior Instructors (Optional for Assistant Instructors) ************** 
   
Rappel  Black Diamond ATC-Guide   88g  REI   $29.95 
Device:  or Black Diamond ATC-XP   64g  REI   $21.95 
  The ATC-XP and ATC-Guide versions have integrated teeth that grips noticeably better when using 

small diameter ropes (e.g. 8mm), and/or when rappelling with a heavy pack. 
 
  The Black Diamond ATC (the version without teeth) is advertised as compatible with 8mm ropes, 

but experience has shown that it can take more hand and arm strength.  This model does perform 
well on larger ropes (>8mm), is less expensive, and a bit lighter weight. 

 
Carabineers:   Small non-locking (several) 

Black Diamond Neutrino Wiregate   36g  REI   $  6.95 
Lightweight, general purpose, and great for miscellaneous gear attachments. 

 
Rope: Mammut Phoenix, 8mm x 30M   1260g  REI   $109.95
  

A lightweight 100’ rope for simple belays and easy rappels.  A scrambling team may desire to carry 
two ropes which would accommodate an overall 100’ rappel yet still allow the total weight to be 
distributed between two climbers. 
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Since this rope is 8mm in diameter, those climbers carrying a rappel/belay device should confirm 
their device can comfortably accommodate the smaller 8mm rope (see Rappel Device above). 


